Honda GL500 Land Speed Record Motorcycle
1:12 scale model

Introduction
This model is based on motorcycle owned and operated by Walter Pope, which competed in the Partial
Streamlined Special Constructed 500cc Push Rod Class in 2009 (class APS-PC) at the Bonneville Salt Flats
in Utah. The bike was just 2.5 mph short of breaking the record. The bike was displayed at the
Motorcycle Supershow in Toronto in January 2010 and January 2011.
The motorcycle was based in a 1981 Honda GL500, which was stripped down and modified for an LSR
attempt. The following is a description of the model building steps.
Front end
The front wheel from a Tamiya Suzuki New Katana was used, which matched quite closely the front
wheel of the real motorcycle, which was likely taken from a Honda VF750. The wheel hub was not
symmetrical like the actual wheel. A mold was made of one side of the wheel and then resin cast. This
was cut down and installed on the opposite hub. An aftermarket valve stem was added. The wheel was
painted Tamiya gloss black, right from the can, then masked and the rim was airbrushed with Alclad

polished aluminum. In order to mount the tire onto the rim without rubbing off the aluminum paint, a
plastic sleeve was devised from a CA glue container, much like a compression ring installation tool. This
allowed the tire to slip over the rim, with minimal contact with the outer edges of the rim.
The front fork sliders are from a Tamiya Suzuki Katana GSX1100, which had the backside filled in with
styrene and the brake caliper mounts removed. The pinch bolt cradle was sawn with a very thin
photoetch saw. The front axle was machined from aluminum. A 3.2 mm (1/8”) diameter hole was
drilled at the top of each fork to accept polished aluminum fork tubes.
For straight line stability, the bike had an elongated front fork and increased rake angle compared to the
street bike. To achieve this, the bottom triple tree was scratchbuilt from sheet styrene to deliver the
correct rake angle and the fork tubes were longer than normal. The top triple tree was taken from
Tamiya Yamaha RZ350.
A steering damper was scratchbuilt from aluminum rod and styrene tubing. The bracket on the fork
tube was made from a styrene tube, with the addition of the pinch bolt bosses. A similar technique was
used for both clip on handlebars. The clutch lever and throttle mechanism both came from a parts box.
Top Studio supplied the throttle cable tensioner.
The front fairing was taken from Tamiya Honda VF750F motorcycle model kit. The molded in mesh was
removed and replaced with metal screen. Styrene rod and sheet was used for the centre mounting
brackets. Bent aluminum sheet was used for the brackets that connected each side of the fairing to the
front engine mounts.

Figure 1 - Front engine mounts and lower triple tree

Frame Details
There were no body parts from the real bike that ended up on the final version. Many of the frame
details that were missing in the kit (as they would be hidden under the gas tank and bodywork) were
added. This included the front engine mounting brackets, which were built up from styrene sheet and
rod.
An on/off toggle switch from Model Factory Hiro was mounted on an aluminum sheet mounting plate
on the left side of the frame. A kill switch was mounted on sheet aluminum on the left side of the
frame. Ignition coils taken from the parts box and the mounting plates added to frame.
All of the rear frame was modified/scratchbuilt from styrene rod and sheet. The prominent welds on
both the additional material, as well as the factory welds, were simulated using gel CA glue. There were
additional frame brackets added where the seat normally was mounted.
The rear shock absorber was disassembled and a new slider scratchbuilt. The upper mount was
modified to resemble the real bike.
The rear brake lever and connecting arms (four in total) were scratchbuilt from styrene sheet.
Aluminum connecting rods were used and a shaft, which feeds through chassis to operate brake on left
side, was added.

Figure 2 - Frame mockup, most white styrene pieces are added.

Figure 3 - Frame mockup, right side

On the left side, the gear shift arms were made from sheet styrene, with aluminum rods. RB Motion rod
ends were added to join to the scratchbuilt gear shift arm which connected to the gear box underneath
the engine.
An aluminum sheet was used as a mounting plate for electrics, just in front of the rear wheel. A thicker
aluminum sheet was used for a gas tank mounting plate, just in front of the engine. The gas tank itself
was scratchbuilt from built up layers of styrene, which was then milled to be square. A fuel pump,
located under the gas tank, was machined from styrene. A machined fuel filter was added in the fuel
line. The fuel line was made from both rubber tubing and thick fishing line.
A radiator was scratchbuilt from sheet styrene, with some photoetch radiator screen and parts box
upper header. A black mesh from a Tamiya GP bike was formed as a protective shroud around radiator.
A bike stand was scratchbuilt from styrene.
A seat was scratchbuilt from a piece of lead sheet. The rear ‘deck’ was taken from Tamiya Honda CB900
Bold d’Or, modified extensively

Figure 4 - Various mounting plates and gas tank

Engine modifications
The water pump on rear of engine was cut off and the mounting area had about 2 mm of thickness
removed. The connecting coolant tube was also shortened by the same amount.
The carburetor intakes were made of 3 mm diameter solder, with shrink wrap tubing for the rubber
connection to the carbs. The carbs were from a Tamiya Suzuki Katana GSX1100 engine with added fuel
line and throttle cable connections. The dual air cleaners were scratchbuilt from styrene – 4 mm
diameter rod was machine tapered, 0.5 mm diameter rod then glued around circumference and then
machined to final dimensions. The air cleaner caps from made from machined aluminum.
The starter was removed and replaced with three piece scratchbuilt unit and detailed with Phillips screw
heads and craft wire. The oil pan had about 2 mm of height removed as the turbo version has a deeper
sump.
The exhaust pipes from made from solder and pieces of bent aluminum tube. Connecting and mounting
brackets were made from aluminum duct tape and pop can aluminum.

Figure 5 - Carbs with scratchbuilt air cleaners

Rear end
The swing arm suspension arms were taken apart and holes drilled to accept pins and simulated nuts
and bolts. The backside of the swing arm was filled in the sheet styrene. The final drive was removed
from the swing arm and mounting plate added. There were additional details added to the final drive,
such as oil fill and drain nuts and a grease fitting.
A rear axle was machined from aluminum and threaded with a 0-80 nut. The rear drum brake was taken
from Tamiya Yamaha RZ350 kit, with additional strengthening ribs. The rear wheel was taken from a
Tamiya Honda CB900 Bold d’Or kit.

Figure 6 - Swing arm modifications

Figure 7 - Final drive details

Figure 8 - Parts laid out just prior to final assembly

